In vivo trans-rectal ultrasound–coupled optical tomography of a transmissible venereal tumor model in the canine pelvic canal
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Abstract. In vivo trans-rectal near-infrared (NIR) optical tomography was performed concurrently with, albeit reconstructed without spatial a priori of, trans-rectal ultrasound (US) on transmissible venereal tumor (TVT) developed as a model in the canine pelvic canal. Studies were taken longitudinally at prior to, 14 days after, and 35 days after the TVT injection. As the tumor grew, the nodules became increasingly hyperabsorptive and moderately hyperscattering on NIR. The regions of strong NIR contrast, especially on absorption images, correlated well with those of US hypoechoic masses indicative of tumors. Combining the information of trans-rectal NIR and US detected the tumor more accurately than did the US alone at 14 days postinjection.
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1 Introduction

Near-infrared (NIR) optical tomography is becoming increasingly important for functional imaging of biological tissues because the endogenous or exogenous NIR contrast could benchmark tissue physiology and functionality. NIR optical tomography has contributed to diagnosis and prognosis of cancer, understanding of cerebral response, characterization of rheumatologic dysfunction, and small animal imaging. In all these applications, the tissues have been interrogated non-invasively via external NIR applicators.

NIR optical tomography based on trans-rectal “noninvasive” probing has been investigated recently by the authors, attempting to augment trans-rectal ultrasound (TRUS) of prostate with the unique optical specificity. This approach was motivated by the hypothesis that optical properties of prostate cancer in vivo may be different from those of normal intact prostate tissues and was challenged by the difficulty of assessing the prostate in its in vivo real-time environment. This work demonstrates in vivo trans-rectal NIR optical tomography, conducted concurrently with TRUS, on a dog bearing transmissible venereal tumors (TVTs) in its pelvic canal. This study not only validates the utility of in vivo trans-rectal NIR tomography of the prostate but also reveals, for the first time, the NIR contrasts that TVT has over the normal tissues within the canine pelvic canal.

2 Methods and Materials

The studies were conducted under a protocol approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Oklahoma State University. The protocol was also approved and underwent an on-site inspection by the U.S. Army Medical Research and Material Command. For this study, the prostate of a 12-kg sexually intact adult purpose-bred Beagle dog estimated to be approximately four years of age was used. The TVT cell line was obtained cryopreserved from MD Anderson Cancer Center (Houston, Texas). Following two cycles of inoculation into the subcutis of non-obese-diabetic/severe-combined-immunodeficiency (NOD/SCID) mice, neoplastic cells were recovered and homogenized for injection into the canine prostate gland. Approximately 3 cc of TVT cells were aseptically injected transperineally into the right lobe of the prostate using a 6-in. 16-gauge hypodermic needle under TRUS visualization. During retraction of the injection needle, it was assumed that TVT cells could leak from the prostate injection site and be “seeded” along the needle insertion tract. During the first 14 days postinjection, there was no evidence of tumor growth on TRUS and rectal examination. The TRUS examination at 35 days postinjection showed hypoechoic masses in the prostatic parenchyma, periprostatically around the right lobe of the prostate, and perirectaly along the track of needle injection. The dog underwent weekly monitoring for two more weeks and was then humanly euthanized for necropsy and histological examinations at 56 days postinjection.

The trans-rectal NIR/US system was described elsewhere. The NIR probe has been integrated with a 60-mm-long sagittal TRUS transducer. The 60-mm length of the NIR source/detector arrays limits the imaging depth to ~30 mm. The steady-state NIR measurements reconstruct the absorption and reduced scattering images without a priori structural information.

3 Results

Figure 1 presents the trans-rectal NIR and US images acquired at the middle of the right lobe, the middle line of the prostate, and the middle of the left lobe, which were obtained before the TVT injection, 14 days postinjection, and 35 days postinjection. The absorption [Fig. 1(a)] and reduced scattering [Fig. 1(b)] images correlate to the same set of US images. The image dimensions are 60 × 30 mm² (cranial-caudal × dorsal-ventral). On the day-35 US images of the right lobe have
and middle line, the hypoechoic region “L1” indicated an intraprostatic mass; the large hypoechoic region “L2” indicated a mass ventral and caudal to the prostate that could have a connection with L1; the needle track (NT) on the right lobe denoted the needle trajectory for introducing the TVT cells with longitudinal hypoechoic regions, including L3, seen along the NT. On the day-35 NIR image of the right lobe, the hyperabsorptive regions corresponded longitudinally to L1, L2, and L3. The day-35 NIR image of the middle line displayed less and smaller hyperabsorptive masses, indicative of L1, L2, and L3. Trans-rectal NIR/US images performed at the left lobe were shown with no abnormal features on US and no hyperabsorptive regions on NIR. At the day-14 NIR absorption images, hyperabsorptive regions were found intraprostatically in the right lobe only (L1) and dorsal to the pelvic bone in the right lobe (L2), with potential extension to the middle line. The longitudinal locations of these hyperabsorptive regions correlated well with those of the hypoechoic and hyperabsorptive regions found in day-35. Because the NIR array surface is 3 mm ventral to the TRUS surface, the nodules were shown to be slightly dorsal on the NIR versus on the US images. The change of the hyperabsorptive regions from day-14 to day-35 implied tumor growing in the right lobe and extending toward the middle line. The growth of the tumor was indicated earlier by the NIR absorption images than by the TRUS, and combining the information of NIR and TRUS led to earlier and more accurate findings of tumor growth than did TRUS alone.

The hyperabsorptive masses in Fig. 1(a) were shown in Fig. 1(b) with different patterns of the contrast. In Fig. 1(b), the L3 had much higher contrast than did the other masses corresponding to L1 and L2. The growth of tumors L1 and L2 at day-14 in Fig. 1(b) are not as evident as in Fig. 1(a).

The progressions of the peak NIR contrasts within the rectangular region corresponding to L1 as outlined in Fig. 1, with
respect to the background values for normal perirectal parenchyma, are given in Fig. 2. The clear trend of contrast increase is believed as the demonstration of imaging the tumor growth because NIR tomography is a nonlinear process in which the enlargement of the target may be reconstructed as having elevated contrast in addition to volume changes when reconstructed without the spatial prior information of the target.

Figure 2(b) displays the NIR/US images obtained by placing the probe at three locations along the middle plane of the right lobe. At location 1, L1, L2, and L3 (refer to Fig. 1) were all within the US field of view, whereas at location 2 the L3 was moved out of the US view. At location 3, only L1 was shown on US. The overall NIR hypercontrast masses correlated well with the US hypoechoic regions.

The gross and histological findings (56 days postinjection) in Fig. 3 confirmed intra- and periprostatic neoplastic infiltrates with masses also located along the urethra and perirectal tissue; the latter related to dissemination along the needle track during TVT inoculation. All masses consist of diffuse sheets of a monomorphic population of neoplastic round cells dissecting through preexisting fibrovascular stroma. The neoplastic cells have large hyperchromatic nuclei, single conspicuous nucleoli, and moderate amounts of featureless cytoplasm. The cytological features are consistent with canine TVT.

4 Discussions and Conclusion

The intraprostatic TVT tumors were initiated in a non-immunosuppressed canine model in which the TVT nodules developed at multiple sites intraprostatically and periprostatically. Although not all TVT tumors were confined to the prostate, successful imaging of multiple TVT nodules implies the utility of detecting multiple intraprostatic tumors.

The feature of TVT as strongly hyperabsorptive on NIR tomography is likely due to the hyperchromatic nuclei unique to TVT. The relatively higher scattering of the TVT may be due to the hyperdensity and larger nuclei of the neoplastic cells. As the neoplastic cells are arranged into microlobules by the preexisting fibrovascular stroma, the TVT may also present certain polarization sensitivity. Overall, the NIR features of TVT may be comparable to those revealed by tissue angiogenesis. As studies of microvessel-density within the human prostate demonstrated a clear correlation of increased microvessel density with the presence of cancer, it can be expected that human prostate cancer may have notable contrast on trans-rectal NIR tomography.

In conclusion, this work reports in vivo imaging of TVT tumors in the canine pelvic canal by trans-rectal NIR tomography coupled with TRUS. The TVT tumor nodules were presented as hyperabsorptive and hyperscattering with respect to the normal prostatic and other pelvic tissues. Correlation of the TVT locations is found between trans-rectal NIR and TRUS images. These demonstrations encourage testing of trans-rectal NIR tomography with additional animal studies and eventually to the human prostate.
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